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Abilia AB    Environment Control 

Control the things you can see. 

 

Environmental Control allows people with disabilities to control functions in their own living space. This could 

include opening doors and windows, or controlling a door intercom system, lights, a telephone, electric bed 

functions, TV, DVD, digital cable, and the stereo. Abilia GEWA transmitters operate using infrared light (IR) to 

control functions wirelessly. This is a great way to provide a user with complete independence.  

 

SKU Product Price 

425700 Control Prog IR transmitter $1,095 

425718 Control 18 IR transmitter $495 

425710 Control 10 IR transmitter $495 

425315 Progress Star USB for PC $825 

402500 Big Jack IR-6SP (without switches) $550 

160006 GewaTel 200 IR speakerphone $1,245 

4215 IR-2ML two-relay receiver $550 

4112 IR-8M relay box for elevator control $1,100 

2180 Duocom intercom $1,700 

443010 IR-9MP Linak Bed controller $1,500 

443015 IR-9MP Comfort Bed controller $1,400 

Infrared Transmitters   Receivers  

 

Control Prog 

A programmable infrared transmitter 

with pushbutton and switch scanning 

access of 241 unique IR channels. 

   

GewaTel 200 IR Speakerphone 

Built-in IR receiver for hands-free 

telephone access. Requires infrared 

transmitter to send signals. . 

 

Control 18 

A programmable hand-held IR 

transmitter with 18 buttons. Learns 

signals for TV, cable, DVD, and more. 

  IR-2ML Relay Receiver 

Programmable IR–receiver with two 

relay outputs (two functions). GewaLink 

channels, one for strict access control. 

 

Control 10 

Programmable hand-held IR transmitter 

with 10 buttons. Learns signals for TV, 

cable box, DVD, and more. 

  IR-8M Relay Box 

Programmable receiver with 8 relay 

outputs (eight functions) used for 

wireless elevator controls 

 

Progress Star USB 

A USB IR transmitter for sending 

signals from a Windows PC or PC-based 

AAC device. Can learn infrared signals. 
 

 Duocom Intercom 

IR receiver intercom to talk to a visitor 

at the door, and to unlock the door to 

allow the visitor to come in. 

 

Big Jack IR-6SP 

Programmable IR transmitter with 

switch access for up to six control 

switches. Learns IR signals. 

  Bed Controller 

IR bed controller for operating bed 

functions with infrared signals sent 

from IR transmitters. 

 


